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Rogue and errant UAVs present a danger to people and 
property and create a need for surveillance. BravoZulu's 
proprietary counter-drone technology preemptively detects, 
tracks, identifies and neutralizes rogue and errant UAVs 
before they can cause damage. 

Our military-grade equipment is built on two decades of experience 
in the technology and signals sectors and has led to two awards for 
counter-drone technology excellence.

From the ultra-portable, self-contained DroneRifle™ to the stellar 
capabilities of the DroneRanger™, our counter-drone systems are 
built to perform above and beyond for both commercial and 
military applications.
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PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
The DroneRifle™ with Power Pack is a field-oriented, 
personnel-carried system for defeating visually 
identified drones capable of:

Global Satellite Navigation System jamming: coverage of worldwide 
GSNS network including GPS, Glonass, Beidou, and Galileo;

Remote control radio frequency jamming of all commercially 
available civil drones bands activated individually or simultaneously; 

Go-anywhere performance: built to IP66 standards;  the weapon is 
durable, and hard-wearing in all weather and terrains;

A minimum of 60 minutes of continuous jamming with 
rechargeable MIL-STD lithium-Ion battery for fast swap outs with 
extra charged batteries;

Commissioning with three or five band RF jamming capabilities 
with frequency band selection available;

Precision jamming with directional helical, circularly polarized 
antennas to avoid collateral damage;

Continuous status monitoring with a visual display indicating 
activated frequency bands, transmitted output power, battery status, 
system and system temperature;

Longer range detection with optional scope and tripod set-up and 
added remote control capabilities.

BravoZulu was awarded best end-to-end counter-UAV system and best 
detection and determination system, in The MITRE C-UAS Challenge 
versus 41 challengers from around the globe. 
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The power pack can be 
commissioned to add 
additional power at 
varying output levels.
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